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FEEL

"The concept of FDFW was entirely new to me before the Riverside Training, but after learning 
about it, I wondered why it isn't implemented everywhere. It makes so much sense to get students 
familiarized with each other, their teachers and their school in a warm, informal setting. My 
concern was that after 2 weeks of fun and games, it would be difficult for students to transition to 
the curriculum." - Matt, Academic Affairs Coordinator



IMAGINE

by seeding the culture of Community l Ownership l  
Purpose in the first week, we could help the children 
move from anxiousness to anticipation for the new year

WHAT IF



DO

POST

REFLECTION

PRE WORK

REVISIT THE PROCESS

PLANNING 
● TEACHER ROLES AND 

RESPONSIBILITIES
● CLASS SCHEDULE

DURING

IMPLEMENT THE ELEMENTS OF THE 
PROCESS
● RELATIONSHIP BUILDING
● CO CREATION OF PROTOCOLS 
● BUILDING OWNERSHIP 



PLANNING
WITH RLC

During the training 
with RLC, we discussed 
the ideas and strategies 
to be able to plan for 
each of the element of 
FDFW



PLANNING
AS ICS TEAM

Post training the ICS team 
planned for the 
implementation by doing the 
following - 
● Revisiting the process 

on RLC website
● Planning as a team for 

ideas and strategies
● Doing dry run for games 

to build relationships 
with students



PLANNING
AS ICS TEAM

ICS Team planned 
the week’s schedule 
to ensure that the 
elements are 
implemented not by 
chance but by 
design



RELATIONSHIP

Story Time

Making the Space Welcoming Welcoming at the entrance



RELATIONSHIP

Story Time

Class Games

Team Building Games School Tour



RELATIONSHIP

School Assembly - 
The I CAN Flash Mob Dance



CO-CREATION

Through class 
discussions and 
teamwork, the students 
set up their space and 
co created the 
protocols 



CO-CREATION

Through class 
discussions and 
teamwork, the students 
set up their space and 
co-created the 
protocols 



OWNERSHIP

This led to building 
a sense of 
ownership and 
taking care of their 
space and resources



REFLECTION

"As a new school, ICS benefitted deeply from our inaugural FDFW. It definitely helped all key stakeholders 
transition from a state of anxiety to anticipation. Most importantly, it showed students that their new school 
was going to be a fun experience, and one that they could look forward to enjoying every day." 

-Matt, Academic Affairs Coordinator

"FDFW was very useful in getting to know the students as people, as well as their behaviors and personalities. 
The biggest challenge was the language barrier between the young students and me."

-Patricia, Primary School Teacher

"Starting them off with games for two weeks was a great way to get to know the students, but it made 
transitioning to teaching quite challenging. Going forward, I think just one week is enough."

-Mark, Primary School Teacher




